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Bus company blames 
'Friendly City' attitude 
for lack of college fares 
A SPO K E S MAN for the company 
operating busses in Charleston 
pointed out recently that the 
"Friendly City" attitude is respon­
sible for the loss of many fares, 
because E astern students, instead 
of riding the bus between the col­
lege and business district, are 
getting rides from private citi­
zens, according to an article in the 
Nov. 7 issue of the Charleston 
Daily C ourier. 
Eastern apportionment boclrd allots 
$40,050 from student activity fees 
"The company spokesman seem­
ed to think that this loss of fares 
has handicapped the bus company 
in its operation here. "  
I t  states further in the article 
"that the company might ask per­
mission of the Illinois Commerce 
commission to disc;ontinue the lo­
cal service."  
Damann presents 
paper concerning 
water pollution 
DR. KENNETH E. Damann of the 
b o t a n y department recently 
gave a paper, "Micro O rganisms 
in Water Supplies," at an Ameri­
can Water Works association 
meeting in D ayton, Ohio. 
Dr. Damann was selected to give 
this paper through his work this 
summer. During the summer va­
cation he worked in the Environ­
mental H ealth center of the Unit­
ed States Public Health service 
in Cincinatti, Ohio. 
The E nvironmental H ealth cen­
ter i s  to ..state p uplic health what 
the FBI i s  to the state police. 
Where states have control of wa­
ter pollution within the state bor­
ders, the Environmental Health 
center has control over the entire 
nation. 
During the summer Dr. Damann 
worked on water supply problems 
of many different cities.  H e  was 
connected with the Research and 
Development unit of the E nviron­
mental Health center and studied 
water supply problems and plank­
ton content of water. 
The• E nvironmental Health cen­
ter of the United States Public 
H e alth service has been developed 
within the last two years, and is 
giving the country a valuable ser­
vice. 
McClung presents 
first faculty recital 
tomorrow night 
M I S S  ISABELLE McClung, so-
prano, will make her debut at, 
Eastern in presenting the first 
faculty recital of the year at 8 p .  
m .  tomorrow i n  the O l d  Auditor­
ium. 
Miss McClung came to Eastern 
a s  voice instructor after receiv­
ing her M.A.  degree at Columbia 
T eachers college in New York. 
While in New York, Miss Mc­
Clung was soprano soloist with 
her church and sang with the Vin­
iver chorus, a professional group 
that presented three Town Hall 
concerts. She was also soloist with 
the Teachers College choir in their 
presentation of a Thanksgiving 
performance over the NBC net­
work. 
Miss Catherine Smith, also new 
to Eastern's faculty will accom­
pany Miss McClung. 
The program will be as follows : 
I 
Nymphs and Shepherds __ Purcell 
Chi Sprezzando Ii' Sommo B ene 
from the "Passion" ____ Handel 
Q:Uia Respexit 
from the "Magnificat" ___ Bach 
II 
Ava Maria 
from "Otello"- __________ Verdi 
I I I  
Selige Nacht _____ Joseph Marx 
Und Gestern H at Er Mir 
· Rosen Gebracht _ _  J o s eph M arx 
Marienlied ________ Joseph M arx 
H at Dich Die Liebe 
Beruhrt ________ Joseph Marx 
IV 
A Sa Guitare ---------- Poulene 
L'Heure Sillencieuse 
---------------- Victor Staub 
Chanson D 'Automne ---� - Delius 
Chanson E spagnole ______ Ravel 
v 
A Spring Ditty _____ Cyril Scott 
London Rain ____ Gustav Klemm 
The Night Has A Thousand 
Eyes ------ Richard Hageman 
Grandma ______ Theodore Chanler 
Let My Song Fill Your 
Heart ________ Ernest Charles 
Fire!! 
. . .  commands Rex Darling 
L to R :  D ean Rudolph D. Anfinson, Frank Guin, Dr. Donald R. 
Alter, Dr. Charles Coleman, and Rex D arling. 
FIVE MEMBERS of Eastern faculty, Frank Guin of the maintainance 
staff, and a small section of the college band presented a brief 
Armistice D ay ceremony at 11 a. m. last Friday beneath the flag pole 
in front of Old Main. 
Publications, athletics given 
largest shares of total funds 
FUND S E STIMATED at $40,050 were distributed by the ap­
portionment board at a meeting November 8. 
The sum of $40,050 was determined by taking the esti­
mated average student enrollment of 1335 for the three terms 
of the regular school year and multiplying it by $30, the por­
tion of the $75 tuition for each student activity fees. 
The $40,050 is then divided by 1000 to determine the 
number of dollars for each 1000 cents of the student activi­
ty fee. This is $40,050. 
Eight organizations were then allotted the sum repre­
sented by the number of cents apportioned them. 
Below is the distribution as it was finally made: 
Organization Cents form $10 fee Estimated proceeds 
Assembly 63 $ 2523.15 
Athletics 261 11254.05 
Entertainment 63 2523.15 
Forensics & Dramatics 47 1882.35 
Health & Hospitalization 130 5206.50 
Music Activities 75 3003.75 
Social Activities 35 1401.75 
Student Publications 306 12255.30 
Debaters warm up; 
leave tomorrow for 
Bradley tourney 
E A S T E RN ' S  D E BATERS leave 
tomorrow for the first big 
tournament of the season at Brad­
ley university, Peoria.  
They met the University of Illi­
nois in a preliminary event last 
Friday at Eastern. 
Six of those going, Norma M et­
ter, Jahala Foote, Louise Bieden­
bach, James Rue, Paul Koester 
and Richard Riggins, are veteran 
debaters. 
Hans Olsen, a newcomer to 
Eastern's debate club, is a senior. 
Four new debaters going to the 
tournament, Anna Bruce, B arbara 
Hathaway, Ruth H ampten and 
James Bewley, are freshmen. 
They will be accompanied by Dr. 
Glenn Ross, Eastern debate coach, 
and Dr. Raymond A. Plath, who 
will provide the other car for the 
trip. 
Topic for this year is, "Re­
solved that we should nation­
ture industries." 
Miss M etter, Riggins and Bew­
ley will enter in extemporaneous 
speaking. Miss Foote and , Rue 
have prepared orations for the 
original oratory part of the Brad­
ley tournament. 
The warm-up preliminary de­
bate with the University of Illi­
nois last pitted an affrimative and 
a negative team froin either side 
against each other. 
William Reilly and Dwight 
Dickel ,  U. of I .  affirmative team 
met Metter and Foote, E astern 
negative team. 
Illinois' Virginia Polgin and 
Dan Sheean, negative team, met 
Rue and Koester, Eastern affir­
mative team. 
Interesting sidelight is that 
Dwight Dickel of the University 
of Illinois, who debated against 
Norma Metter, is  from Charleston 
and used to debate with Miss Met­
ter on the same team at Eastern 
State High. 
1000 $40050.00 
Dickerson 
. . .  announces apportionment 
Students and faculty make up 
the approtionment board; their 
job as members of that board is : 
( 1) Receiving requested budgets 
from organizations desiring to 
share in student activity fees. 
(2) Evaluate the requested bud­
gets. 
(3) Apportion the funds on the 
basis of so many cents of the $10 
student activity fee per term. 
( 4) General supervision of the 
expenditures of student activity 
funds. 
Members of the apportionment 
board include faculty members Dr. 
Byron K. B arton, head of geogra­
phy department, Dr. Garland T. 
Riegel,  zoology department, and 
Dr. Earl Samuel Dickerson, busi- · 
ness education department. Dr. 
Dickerson has been chairman of 
the board since 1942. 
Student members appointed by 
the student council are Betty 
Wright, James Gire, and Richard 
Taber. 
Student apportionment board 
board members elected by the stu­
dent body are Jerry Curtis,  Robert 
Garner, Jane Hesler, and Gail 
Lathrop. 
PAGE TWO 
Editorials • • • 
• 
Bath room 
troubles plague Truman 
THERE IS no .valid reason for wondering why a president has 
such a tremendous job. It is the decisions he is constantly 
being forced to make that bring on the gray hairs, wrinkles, 
baggy eyes, corns, bunions, ulcers and nervous conditions. 
These decisions are many and diverse. When Mr. Truman 
isn't worrying about John L. Lewis, he 
·
has a steel strike with 
which to contend. If Joe Stalin isn't giving him trouble, then 
Mr. Pea.;rson or Mr. Kaltenborn is. And to add to his troubles, 
his vice-president is out a-courtin' instead of staying in Wash­
ington and taking care of whatever it is vice- presidents are / 
supposed to take care of. 
But such minor problems as these sink into absolute ob­
scurity compared to the decision now facing Mr. Truman. As 
part of the general renovation iProgram going on in the White 
House, the five bathrooms on the second floor are being done 
over. 
Tlle color scheme is now ready to be added and the choice 
of colors has been left up to the President. Blue, gray, green, 
and pale yellow are the choices available. 
So Mr. Truman, do your duty. If necessary recall Dean 
Atches�n from Paris to assist you. But once your decision is 
made, stick to it and let the paint fall where it may. 
* 
EASTERN STUDENTS state they do not spend the week-
end in Charleston for the library does not stay open. The 
library staff returns that the library does not remain open 
for the students do not spend week ends in Charleston. Who's 
getting the run-around? 
* 
Looks l i ke  . . .  
eclipse /for Dewey's sun 
EVEN THE most violently partisan Deweyites must now be 
convinced that Tom Dewey will be of no assistance to the 
Republican party and its presidential . aspir�tions in 1952. 
Politically speaking, the New York governor is colder than a 
night watchman's lunch. 
Dewey had campaigned vigorously for �ohn �oster Dulles 
for the senatorial post left vacant by the resignation of Robert 
E. Wagner. Dulles had filled the post during the unexpired 
term as an app'ointee of Dewey. 
Herbert H. Lehman, four-time governor of New York, 
was given several presidential plugs. Lehman won. Governor 
Dewey also spoke for Newbold -Morris, Republican candidate 
for mayor of New York. Mayor William O'Dwyer was re­
elected, overwhelmingly. 
Thus for the second time within a year, Truman has dem­
onstrated
' 
his vote-getting superiority over Dewey. Dewey's 
political spankings, three times hand-runni,ng, should be 
enough to convince Republican bosses that he has become 
highly ineffective at the polls. 
* 
IS THE company that runs the Charleston bus line going to 
turn "thumbs down" on continuing bus service because 
Eastern students have been giving them the old "thumbs up" 
sign? 
* 
Marsha l l  P l a n  
receivers a little weak-kneed· 
SIXTEEN EUROPEAN countries now getting aid from the 
United States under the Marshall Plan are beginning to 
shake a little at the 'knees. 
These countries, who have received seven billion dollars 
from the U. S., are beginning to have some grave doubts as to 
whether they will get the remaining ten million as originally 
planned. 
Paul Hoffman, administrator of the Economic Co-opera­
tion administration, although making plans to ask Congress 
for generous appropriations to ECA in 1950, has warned the 
European countries that theyi must either get together or 
lose U.S. aid. 
Nearly two years after the first Marshall Plan aid to 
Europe the various countries concerned are still like isolated 
little camps with a high wall around each. Money put into 
one country stays in that country and fails to cross any other 
border as a medium of trade or exchange. 
In the United States, about 150 million people trade freely 
across the borders of 48 states. Of course, the prospect of a 
United States of Europe is still only a dream; but, if the mul­
titude of existing trade barriers were eased, it might bring 
about an expansion of trade, lower product costs, and a freer 
circulation of dollars among the more than 250 million people 
in the countries aided by ECA. 
The attitude of Congress toward ECA appropriations 
during its last session should be sufficient warning to these 
Europeans to clamber out of their shells. 
Maybe, if they are frightened enough, they will even be 
able to unite to some extent and so help themselves. 
Wednesday, November 16, 
Letters to the editor I 
'Why are buildings kept closed 
over weekends?' student asks 
Warner pens reply 
to 'News' editorial 
IN A recent issue of the "News," the following statement ap-
A SINCERE student. critici 
a college course deserves 
ful consideration on the p 
the instructor. The editorial · 
November 9 issue of the •NeWI 
sents a case for a sensual and 
tional approach to the art 
tening to music and, as sue 
serves a reply in spite of the 
what distorted view it pre 
of the listening activities · 
music appreciation class. 
peared in an article entitled "Float periods as seen by 
Dean Heller": " . . .  in planning for an educational institu­
tion, the criterion is not that of improving the pleasure of the 
weekend, but that of improving the opportunity to acquire 
intellectual growth." 
This statement gives rise to a 
of a brjck wall through the addi­
tion of bricks.  To work overtime 
and then to 'lay off' for several 
days would not affect the wall."  
Along with others here at E ast­
ern, I am a laboratory assistant. 
question long discussed by previ­
ous students at Eastern and by 
those who are in attendance today. 
That problem simply stated is 
thi s :  "Why are the buildings of 
an institution of higher learning 
such as this kept closed to the stu­
dents of said institution when the 
availability of the facilities con­
tained within those buildings is 
advantageous to the students con­
cerned ? "  
· A s  a n  assistant, i t  i s  m y  job to 
set up experiments for use in the 
college classroom. Several of these 
experiments need be prepared a 
day or two 'in advance of their use 
in class. 
I am in entire agreement 
my anonymous critic on th 
portance of the sensual pl 
and the emotional appeal of 
There is,  however, another 
of listening which is as impo 
and often more important, 
the sensual or emotional pl 
In other words, why do we speak 
against our students going home 
on weekends- ? Why not go home, if 
the only thing available for the stu­
dent's use is his textbook. He can 
study at home as well as here and 
get a few free meals besides. 
However, this has not been 
written as. an excuse for stu­
dents to go home on week­
ends, but .rather as a point to 
consider before we condemn 
those students. 
In the past years of Eastern's 
history, we have had many stu­
dents go on to graduate school. 
These students would not have 
gone had their particular field not 
been developed here in undergrad­
uate college. 
It is  the opinion of the writer 
and many students on the campus 
now, with whom he has come in 
contact, that several of our present 
students are having their interests 
stifled by not having' the necessary 
materials with which to work 
made available both on weekends 
and on the nights during the week. 
These materials are in the labora­
tories and the library. 
Why aren't the buildings left 
open after 5 p. m. on week days 
and all day on Saturdays ? What 
logical reason can be given in sup­
port of such a p icy a s  exists at 
present ? 
Some of the greatest dis­
coveries that have been made 
in science and in other fields 
have been made by students 
who spent many long hours 
of careful preparation and 
study in laboratories where 
the equipment was at their 
disposal. 
This is the concern of advanced 
students primarily; students who 
have what it takes to go ahead and 
accomplish a great deal if given 
the proper stimulation. 
We wouldn't think of matching 
our basketball or football team 
against an opponent without our 
team having pr-acticed sufficiently 
first. 
Why then, should we send our 
students in science, industrial arts, 
music, etc. ,  out into the world 
with a lesser degree of preparation 
than could otherwise be given 
them ? These students deserve the 
same privileges that are granted 
to the football team. Namely, the 
right to "practice" after regular 
class-room hours. 
I am a student in science with a 
special interest in a phase of this 
science that I would like to pursue 
further than what can be taken up 
in the regular class period. But in 
order for me to do this,  I need 
a microscope, a dissecting 'scope, 
certain chemicals, needles, tweez­
ers, and other supplies that would 
be impossible for me or any other 
college student on a moderate in­
come to own. 
Our college is well equipped 
with the necessary materials, 
but for my particular interest 
they are not available since 
the only time I have to fur­
ther my interest is after the 
regular school hou rs. 
This may cause some people to 
remark, "Then why not take the 
special problem course that i s  of­
fered to advanced students ? "  I 
have done that. It is not enough. 
Quoting again from the same ar­
ticle as listed above : " . . .  growth 
through education is like growt)i 
If an experiment must be set up 
for Monday's classes a day in ad­
vance ,  that day i s  Sunday. On 
Sunday all of the professors are 
gone, and with the present rule 
existing "That no student is to be 
in any department without a facul­
ty representative from that de­
partment being present," it is  
breaking the rule for m e  to enter 
the building without first disturb­
ing the professor from his normal 
Sunday activitie-s. 
Perhaps in ·following such a 
policy as leaving the buildings 
open after 5 p. m. and all day 
on Saturdays, it would be nec­
essary to provide some kind of 
supervision for students in 
chemistry for obvious reasons, 
and perhaps for a few other 
departments as well. 
Aside from this ,  it is my opinion 
that the students of Eastern who 
would take advantage of this 
policy would be quite capable of 
taking care of themselves and the 
equipment they were using. 
Again from the 'WewlJ!'': " If 
college classes and the other as­
pects of the educational· program 
constitute the • experie�ces which 
the college plans for the education 
of students, they should be plan­
ned to be as effective as they can 
be made." 
To me, this is a puzzling situa­
tion that should be corrected. 
What can be done to correct it ? 
Chester R. Leathers 
Fou n d  . .  f 
under the green 
No day is so dark that a person 
cannot brighten it. 
* ' 
I was one of the few who at­
tended the Community Concert 
program last Monday. I was 
shocked at the small audience. 
Very few college students were 
there. I think something, such as 
the concert, which i s  offered free 
to students should be taken ad­
vantage of. 
* 
College students sometimes 
wonder where all their money 
goes, but when they get down to 
. their last fe:w dollars they find 
they can and have to make a little 
go a long way. 
There i s  a purely musi 
intellectual plane in which 
musical ideas themselves f 
basis for aesthetic satisf 
( Note Hanslick's essay, On 
Beautiful in Music) . Such !is 
does not prevent the sens 
emotional reactions to mus' 
rather adds another factor 
listening experience which is 
tainly essential for intellige 
preciation of a long compos' 
From a purely prag 
point of view, it is hi 
questionable whether se 
or emotio'nal qualities in 
sic could be taught. 
Students in classes where 
sentation and measurement 
conducted on such a basis 
ually find themselves in 
lemma Df trying to discov 
instructor's reactions to the 
in order to find the proper 
swers for papers or tests, fo 
cific emotional reactions to 
are by no means universal. 
It is entirely possible, ho 
to teach and measure the 
musical or intellectual asp 
music and this is usually the 
where guidance is of the mo 
ue. 
It is just as valid to 
note of a musical theme 
its development in a com 
tion as to ·study a chara 
in a narrative and his 
tions in various situation& 
That this activity is not 
ficult for an amateur 
listener is shown by the fact 
in numerous repetitions of 
course, success is much mo 
to correlate with success in 
classes than with the amo 
previous musical training. 
I am sure that there are 
when everyone listens to 
only on the sensory and em 
level and that type of I' 
serves many worthwhile pu 
We can note, for ins tan 
atmosphere created by dinn 
sic, by incidental music to a 
or a. movie,  or, perhaps, 
by background music to the 
cess of relaxing and thin · 
nothing in particular. 
It should always be reme 
certain amount of unders 
Robert A. W 
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' 'Arsenic and Old Lace' 
aw it Frid.ay night 
by G. E. Pratt 
NG "ARSENIC" or any college play for that mat­
ents a rather difficult task. 
y, college drama cannot be "reviewed" in the techni­
of the word. Since "Arsenic" cannot rank with pro­
theatre, it would be grossly unfl'J,ir to judge the play 
rules. 
class, Eastern's  home-
y production i s  quite 
at the top. The cast, the 
all p ersons connected 
y are to be congratu­
eir worthy efforts. 
as a whole gave inter-
cterizations. Their 
s contributed to an 
ity rating of "good" 
le." 
e harsh eye of the cri­
t be pointed o ut that 
all the roles were well 
Eastern has neither a 
ncy nor, apparently, a 
p of aspirants from 
draw the varied cast re-
a production such as 
some of. the charac­
more consistent or out­
n others. This was in 
to the p rominence of the 
type being p ortrayed 
to individual handling 
retation of the parti-
Brewster (Jerry 
had a role that 
help p r o d u c i n g 
Jerry had all the qual· 
ed for the role, and 
ht them into full 
were no doubts in this 
ind that his p art would 
performed. His big ' e, his swagger and his 
of attention made him 
HONE 2808 
GERTRUDE 
USIO SHOP 
6th and Jefferson 
cCall Building 
Complete 
ical Service 
Sheet Music 
Instruments 
Accessories 
Study Books 
12:30 to 9 p. m. 
Open Evenings 
and sustained him throughout the 
play. 
In charging up stairs ,  however, 
his shout of "Chaar-r-ge" could 
have been more sustained, with a 
more explosive, positive initial 
outburst. · 
Mary Patton and Mary 
H ornbrook, a s  M artha and 
Abbie Brewster, undoubtedly 
turned in two of the best per­
formances. 
Their interpretations were very 
-
1 Block North of College on 
4th Street 
PRA IRIE FA RMS 
MI LK 
Phone 231 1 
Home of Fool Long Hot Dogs 
SOUPS - SALADS-- PASTR I ES 
HIDD E N  I N N  
EST STATE HOURS 5 TO 1 
We extend an invita­
tion to all Eastern 
students to take ad­
vantage of the servic­
es rendered by this in-
stitution. 
Charleston National Bank 
PAGE THREE 
good �nd their portrayal of the 
characters closely paralleled the 
requirements for the two quiet, 
gentle sisters who are sane except 
on one point. Their moral approach 
to .their "good samaritan homo­
cide" was effectively p ut over to 
the audience. 
his character. 
Zimmerman's being com­
pletely in character was evi­
denced by his "Ach himmels" 
when he stumbled against the 
chair during the Friday night 
performance. Although his ac­
cent seemed more Jewish than 
Austrian, he carried Dr. Ein­
stein through all his scenes, 
including some otherwise dull 
ones. 
to the role, but he failed to give 
the character the horror, the 
gruesomeness it demanded. 
Stuckey was adequate and al­
though he read his lines well his 
delivery was not developed for 
the p art. 
Dick McBride, as Mortimer, was 
good, but he did not balance Elaine 
(June S quibb ) too well. Individual­
ly they were good, but together 
they were not entirely plausible. 
Dick did not seem at his best in 
this type of role. 
Most important, Abbie and 
Martha complemented each other ; 
they sustained and integrated 
their roles .and accents. Bob Stuckey, as Jonathan Brew­
ster, homicidal companion of Dr. 
Einstein, d'id not complement 
REZimmerman too well. His phy­
sical appearanc'e was appropriate 
Robert Zimmerman, a s  Dr. Ein­
stein, must be placed in a class 
by himself. His performance was 
near p rofessional. REZ "created" 
Miss Squibb should not be typed 
according to her commendable 
(Continued on page 4) 
-
starred for christmas! 
GIFTS FROM 1.00 TO 3.50 BY 
HELENA RUBINSTEIN 
M�JM.k;tDet4L •.. {14 J:�:tk_Tua,! 
F1attering, fragrant, important little gHts by Helena Rubinstein! 
Watch her eyes sparkle for each is calculated to make her feel 
special • • •  and specially pampered! 
SANTA CLAUS SURPRISE 
The legs of this gav {dlow are bottles of Command 
Performance Eau de ",arfum and Heaven-Sent Eau 
de Toilette. 3.50 
NEW! PERFUME COMPACTS 
Concentrated perfume in solid, non-spillable 
form for fragrant touch-up! Choose Heaven· 
Sent, Apple Blossom, Command Performance, 
White Magnolia! each LOO 
�ANTA, SNOWMAN, OR XMAS TREE 
Wraps 'round Heaven-Sent Eau de Toilette 
1.00, 1.75, Apple Blossom Cologne 1.00, 
Apple Blossom Eau de Toilette 1.75, Com· 
mand Performance Eau de Parfum 1.75, 3.00. 
�-,,,_,_. 
if.'/ 
f 
LIPSTICK COLOR KEYS 
Four purse-size lipsticks on a silvery chain 
with heart-shaped mirror. Five combinations 
for individual coloring. 1.50 
THE GOLDEN TOUCH 
Dram of Helena Rubinstein'& loveliest per­
fumes in little gilded bottles for her purse. 
Command Performance 2.00, White Flame 
2.50, Heaven-Sent 1.50, Apple Blossom !.25. 
FAMOUS LIPSTICK FOUR-CAST 
Four full-sized velvety-textured Ii psticks keyed 
, to her individual coloring in handsome plastic 
case. A personalized gift! 3.50 
WEDDING RING PERFUMETIE 
Dram of dramatic Command Performance 
2.25, divine Heaven-Sent 1.75, or romantic 
Apple Blossom 1.50. With applicator ... p er· 
f!lct purse accessory 1 
all prices plus tas 
OWL WALGRE�EN AGENCY 
D RUGS • FINE FOODS • COSMETICS 
EAST SIDE SQUARE CHARLE STON 
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HAIR-BREADTH HARRY 
FOOL STEPS-CHILD!! SI-IE 
SO GREEDY WIZ. 'Z.EE MOl'JEY f 
14E.R MAMA LEAVE l-IER!! 0Al4. 
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Found • • •  
between the book ends 
Brave New World by Aldous Huxley 
Reported on by Kenneth E. Hesler 
IN 1932 Aldous Huxley, the British novelist, worte a philoso-
phical novel picturing life on earth six hundred years 
hence from that date ;md entitled it Brave New World. This 
new world, as imagined by Huxley, is a Utopia such as the 
modern mind will conceive of as being ideally perfect, but in 
reality it is one of negative happiness and pessimism. 
The story opens in London dur-
ing the year A.F.  632-six hundred 
and thirty-two years after the 
death of Ford, who has become the 
supreme idol of worship to this 
future race that holds as its ulti­
mate achievement a p erfected sys­
tem of assembly line mass p roduc­
tion. 
Children are no longer born; 
they are artificially created in 
huge hatcheries situated through 
out the world. Childbirth a s  the 
world now knows it is  frowned up­
on ·as something repulsive and im­
moral. 
Schools are unknown; and chil­
dren are taught only what the 
state wishes to teach them with 
an advanced method· of induction 
learning which takes place while 
the student, usually extremely 
young, sleep s.  
People have no suppressed 
desires, as Fred explains them 
because, according to the phil­
osophy of the new world, 
there should be no lapse of 
time between the moment 
when a desire is motivated ,un­
til it is satisfied. 
Mental depression i s  prevented 
by the use of soma, a harmless 
potent opiate ; and old age i s  un­
known due to the perfect methods 
of creation and medi<;al care. 
No one fears the death which 
comes suddenly at about the age 
of sixty-five and, after which, all 
corpses are cremated to p ermit 
the rescue of body phosphorus. 
In this sham Utopia lives a 
young girl, Lenina, who· is a sym­
bol of womanhood as decreed and 
desired by the state, p erfection in 
beauty and health with no frustra-
tions, cares, or duties. 
own peculiar way, with the 
Savage, a man born of woman c 
in a restricted reservation 
somewhere in the . United 
States. 
The morals and ideals of the 
S avage resemble those of today ; 
and he must choose between the 
insane life of Utopia and the pri­
mitive existence of the reservation. 
Beneath what appears to be an 
absurd tale of the future, which 
is only a thin covering drawn over 
the cortex of the story, is  an. 
�bundance of quiet cynicism. 
After reading the first several 
pages of the book, one thinks that 
the life portrayed then: would be 
ideal, a relief from the life of to­
day; but upon reading further, a 
doubt creeps into the mind as to 
whether existing in thi s  n ew world 
would really be as wonderful as it 
appears on the surface. 
The frustration that bub­
bles up within the mind of 
Bernard Marx, in a world 
where no frustration i s  sup­
posed to exist, begins to 
transfer itself to the mind of 
the reader. 
Characters, likable at first, be­
come objects of disgust as the 
reader loses all consideration for 
them because of their seeming in­
ability to . see through the false 
society in which they live. 
Their 'happiness i s  a negative 
one, for they have no medium by 
which to judge happiness,  not hav­
ing come into contact with suffer­
ing. The yearning of the more sen-
Wednesday, November 16, 
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Dr. F ra n cis W. Pa l m er 
. . .  wins first and third in photo contest 
DR. FRANC I S  W. PALMER, professor of journalism and faculty 
adviser to the News., who won first and third places in a color trans­
perency contest held last week by the Charleston Camera club. 
Dr. Palmer's color slides were s elected as winners from among 
nearly 100 entries. 
sitive characters for real passion 
and actual suffering can be felt. 
A projection of Huxley's philoso 
phy seems to be that mankind is 
doomed to wretchedness. 
Huxley's conception of the poli­
tical thought in the story i s  felt 
and understood through the names 
he gives his characters. 
Some of the persons in the 
tale are named Lenina, Ford, 
Bernard Marx, Benito Hoover, 
and Helmholtz Wilson. It is a 
simple matter to catch the 
play on names. 
Huxley's style is novel, not to 
say a bit disturbing. H e  delights 
in sudden change of models and 
abrupt transitions of thought. 
paragraphs. 
Just about the time the reader 
thinks he has mastered the pro­
cess of understanding the plot 
amid this turmoil, Huxley will 
switch into a different style. 
This confusion may be a factor 
behind the frustration one en­
counters while reading Brave New 
World. 
To insure enjoyable reading of 
Brave New World, the reader 
should first discover the meaning 
of names and political ideas ex­
pressed within its pages, then pro­
ceed to read. 
A QUICK CLICK ... 
'Arsenic' as  I saw it 
(Continued from page 31 
Laura in " Glass Menagerie.• 
two plays cannot be com 
The roles are too diss' 
Elaine did no't fit June as 
Laura and did not permit 
same development or sco 
pression. 
Bill Tucker, as Mr. Gibbs, 
ed a very effective and jnte 
character typ e. The accen� 
ever, was midwestern rather 
Brooklyn. While inconsistent 
the play, it only further b 
that college drama must be 
cized as such. 
Richard Allison, as the 
Dr. Harper, a minor 
shows the most promise 
further development. His 
livery was excellent; 
characterization was rel 
and convincing. 
Bringing the 1 2  "bodies 
from the _cellar for a certa' 
was a refreshing idea. It 
"corn," but it was good, 
wholesome fun. 
"Arsenic's" cast earned ita 
tain calls .  Special praise 
be given director E. Glendon 
bard for his sincere and 
while 1949 homecoming play 
duction. 
Have You r  Momin 
HOT ROLLS 
HOT CHOCOLATE 
or 
COFFE E 
at 
THE 
LITILE CAMPU 
Several chapters in the book 
consist of two separate chains of 
events and thoughts running 
thr6ugh th() pages in alternate Your Christm a s  gift 1s chosen 
GI VE A PHOTO FROM 
Through her acquaintance 
with Bernard Marx, a man of 
human qualities who does not 
· conform to the mental ideo­
logies of the period, Lenina 
meets and falls in love, in her 
TRY OUR FRESH 
BREAD S A ND PA S T. RI ES 
. RY A N ' S  S TUDI O 
PHONE 598 SOUTH SIDE SQU 
Deliveries Mon day, Wed n esday a n d  Friday • 
At the Record Bar 
You Will Find Your 
Favorite Recordings 
KEITH'S BAKERY 
Popular and Classical 
.VAii BELL"'»-­ELEct11c!iiiill� 
6 1 1  6th Street . Charleston, 111. · 
SPEEDY LONG-LASTING relief for 
RHEUMATISM 
ACHES-PAINS 
Don't 'dose' yourself. Rub the aching 
part well with Musterole. Its great 
pain-relieving medication speeds fresh 
blood to the painful area, bringing 
amazing relief. If pain is intense­
buy Extra Strong Musterole. 
CALL 414 
AnOther fine product of 
the Krok Foods Company 
706 JACKSON 
S{zedat FLUFFY MACARONI PLUS 
SUPERB CHEESE FLAVOR OF 
KRAFT GRAYED 
Meadow Gold 
t.;eatrict roods {;o, 
Stop 
BY I 
Bud Adams 
IS the medium by which 
graph is made. Light 
our camera either from 
"nous sources such as the 
electric lamps or from 
which reflect the light that 
n them. That light which 
m a self-luminous source 
incident light. After the 
light is intercepted by an 
d thrown back it is called 
light. 
it enters our camera lens 
ected light has been ab-
changed, colored, and re­
strength. 
subject affects this re­
light in a distinct and dif­
way than any other sub­
is by these changes that we 
e the color, brightness,  
ure  of the subject at 
we look. 
matter how bright or 
e general light is, black 
and white is white, 
Is because the human eye 
itself to the prevailing 
condition ; i.e., to the 
of the general illum­
n of the subject. 
example, if you read this 
in the bright sun light or 
illumination of a single 
the black type will appear 
d the white paper, white. 
adjust itself to the pre­
light condition. 
a sheet of black paper in 
aun light. Why does it ap-
k ?  Because the black 
not reflecting any of the 
ys that is stricking it's sur-
eet of white paper on the 
nd, will be white as it re­
those rays that we have 
to know as white. In this 
c a n  recogI)ize the original 
most acceptably in a 
ph. 
black and white photog­
' we must measure the 
'ty of the prevailing 
or the light that we plan 
record the image on the 
· 've plate. At this point 
pay no attention of the 
balance of the light a s  
is important in color ' 
raphy only. 
light must be measured in 
two ways, either by reading 
It ha ppened 
in Pe m berto n ha l l  
Louise Willett 
Why doesn't Pixie Greer have 
parties ? Especially if her mother 
will furnish two big cakes and 
favors. Pix reached the ripe old 
age of seventeen last week, and 
. thi s  was definitely an occasion to · 
celebrate. 
Cathy Nelson is well on her 
road to success. She is doom­
ed w be a great modern dan­
cer. She practices falls, leaps 
and turns in the halls every 
evening. That leotard really 
does something for her figure 
too. 
If anyone happens to know a 
nice quiet room in an approved 
house, please notify Ann Wanna­
mauger. Pem Hall is getting her 
down. One night last week she 
came home and found a woman 
dressed in her clothes lying on 
her bed. It was dark, and so she 
reached down to try to get her 
·awake. She felt cold and stiff. She 
screamed and ran for the light 
switch. Someone had deposited a 
mannequin in her bed. She hasn't 
quite recovered from the shock 
yet. 
Janice Riley's favorite exp res-
tives in which the primary subjec t 
is underexposed or has not re­
ceived a long enough exposure to 
record it with detail. In thi s  case 
the scope or the area measured 
was too wide. 
In most cases a beginner in­
cludes the sky in his reading, thus 
the sky will be correctly exposed 
and the model will b e  under ex­
posed or very dark. 
However, if the measure­
ment had been made with an 
incident meter, where the light 
source itself is computed this 
problem i s  eliminated. 
By measuring the light we de­
termine the exposure. Exposure 
refers to the combination of the 
intensity of the light falling on the 
film and the length of time it i s  
permitted to act. Thus, a short 
flash with a high degree of in­
tensity may result in the same de­
gree of blacking as a prolonged 
action by weak light source. 
So,  exposure is the product of 
the amount of light and the per­
iod of time during the light acts 
upon the emulsion. 
In " F I Stop " next week we will 
attempt to cover the lens and the 
various typ es of lenses. 
sion lately i s  "have you seen my 
operation ? " It was very serious, 
but Jan is doing nicely. She had a 
cyst cut out of her foot. 
Betsy Van Lear, Nan H ampton 
and Pat Major have discouraged 
Dr. M axwell's flu shot p atients 
until it is  doubtful if anyone else 
will take one. Before dinner one 
evening, they put lipstick and eye­
shadow on their arm. At dinner 
they complained how sore it was 
and how red and bruised it looked. 
One look at their shot made every­
one in the Hall vow to have the 
flu first. 
Kathy Hedges and her sister, 
Brandy, had always got along so 
well it is  really too bad this had to 
happen. They aren't on speaking 
terms anymore, but you really 
can't blame Brandy too much. 
How would you like to be com­
pared with a frisky young colt and 
have all of your bad habits told to 
a class of thirty people ? Kathy 
had to give a speech of tribute. So 
she began her speech "I wish to 
pay tribute not to a person, but 
to my sister." 
The newest fad for your room 
at Pem Hall i s  a bottle covered 
with candle tallow of dashing 
colors. J anice Riley i s  going into 
it as a vocation. While she was fix­
ing hers she burned her hand, ruin­
ed the blotter on her desk, spent 
her week's allowance on candles 
and gave the room such an odor 
that she had to spend the night 
with a friend. She also became so 
engrossed that she forgot to pre­
pare her Chemistry assignment, 
but the bottle looks nice. 
There is never a dull moment in 
Pem Hall, and I might add, never 
a quiet one eitl)er. In one end of 
the hall, Pat Russell• practices her 
singing, down a little farther is 
Martha Butler beating on a board 
with a drum stick ( she is learning 
to be a drummer ) and then there 
i s  Pat Major and Carolyn Henry, 
who practice football yells. 
Now all we need is a carnival 
barker ; probably by the end of the 
year it can be arranged. 
We are thinking strongly of 
CE NTE R P I E CE S  
BOUQU ETS 
POTT E D · PLANTS 
ected light o r  by measuring , 
'dent light ( that light that 
ELMER SCOTT WHEELER'S 
Flower Shop 
· on the subject ) .  
the reflected 
CLIVE DICK 
bing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work 
- ALSO -
ame on Personalized 
Christmas Cards 
50 for $1.00 
25 for $1.95 
llNG BRO S. 
ok and Station e ry  
Sto re 
You r I n s u ra n ce Ma n 
Phone 548 520 Sixth St. M onroe at 1 4th Phone 2000 
You pay 30c for 1 days 
Complete news coverage-natio�al and local 
• I 
· in your DECATUR HERALD 
MRS. HARRY RANKIN, Agent 
PHONE 1252 775 TWELFTH ST. 
' 
F R O M M E L  
H A R D W A R E  
See Us For . . .  
Sporting Goods 
Electrical Appliances 
Housewares 
Leather Goods 
Gifts 
Paint 
Dishes 
Glass 
PHONE 492 SOUTH SIDE SQUARE 
PTA a i rs p rog ra ms 
fo r ed uca t ion wee k  
F I R S T  O F  a series of American 
E ducation week radio programs 
was presented last Monday after­
noon by the Eastern Elementary 
Laboratory school Parent-Teach­
ers association. 
Entitled "Ben Franklin and the 
Church · Bell," it opened the series, 
theme of which was "Making De­
mocracy Work." 
Mrs. Charles Reasor took the 
part of1 narrator in the radio play. 
Horace Clark was cast as Ben 
F ranklin, "a man who likes peo­
ple." Harry Severns played Hor­
ace Mann, an earnest, scholarly 
p erson, regarded ' in America as 
the father of public education. 
Mrs. F'red Fromme! took the 
part of a young woman. Andrew 
C arnegie, the steel magnate, was 
played by Dr. P.  B .  Lloyd. Mrs. 
Fromme! directed the play. 
Dr. Arthur F. Byrnes, au­
dio- visual education director 
. at Eastern, contributed a por-
renaming Pem Hall. The Campus 
second hand shoppe is very suit­
able. Anytime any of you gals need 
some clothes, before going clear to 
town check the bulletin board at 
the Hall .  
At the present time we have a 
pair of levis,  a pair of black suede 
shoes, and a pink formal. The for­
mal belongs to Barbara Nuttall, 
so if you weigh more than a hun­
dred and ten pounds maybe you 
had better not consider it. 
And this is  what has happened 
in Pem Hall ! 
S E N D  H E R  FLOWE RS 
LAWYER'S 
Flower Shop 
1 1 th & Lincoln Phone 1907 
PAGE FIVE 
Facu l ty contributes 
m o re tha n $900 
to co m m un ity chest 
EASTERN'S FACULTY contrib-
uted more than $900 to the 
Charleston community chest drive 
last week. 
Representing about 80 per cent 
of the faculty, they made their 
contributions in a body, thus clear­
ing the way for the remainder of 
the campaign, which is continuing 
t}j.rough this week. 
Each received a sign, which was 
placed in the window. This avoids 
being approached twice for their 
contributions. 
tion of the program which 
was transcribed. 
Tuesday afternoon the second 
radio program was presented as 
part of the "Let's Go to College" 
series. It was another play, en­
titled "Johansen's Caravan." Di­
rected by Mrs. Glenn Ross, it 
included the following cast : Nar­
rator, Mrs. Oliver Bower ; Johan­
sen, Harry Peterka ; Perkins, Dr. 
Charles J. Montgomery ; Mrs. Ru­
dofsky, Mrs.  Ross ; Mr. Bishop, 
Thomas A. Higgins ; a housewife, 
Mrs. Donald R. Blair. 
A discussion of school health 
problems with special attention to 
the growing concern over rheum.i.­
tic fever was conducted W ednes­
day afternoon by Dr. Arthur U. 
Edwards , elementary principal, 
( Continued on p age 9 )  
F O R A K E R  
MUSIC SHOP 
I n stru ment  Repa i r  
N ew a n d  Used 
Musica l I n stru m ents 
602 Yz 6th St., "upstairs" 
Southwest Corner Square 
3RD ANNUAL 
G o b b l e  
H o b b l e  
sponsored by 
SIGMA TAU GAMMA 
* 
Dance lo the Music 
of 
Bud Roderick 
/ 
and His Orchestra 
* 
8- 1 1 p .  m .  Ad m .  90c p e r  p e rson (tax inc l .) 
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Sports • • • •  
Panthers lose conference finali 
kayoed by Northern, 4 0-14 
Bill Cru m scores 
both touchd owns 
N ORTHERN ILLI N O I S  State 
Teachers college took second 
place in the 1949 IIAC race with 
a 40-14 victory over the Panthers 
Saturday at DeKalb in the con­
ference final for this year. The 
loss gave E astern's  Panthers a 2-2 
record in the league and a 3-4 rec-
or for the year. 
· 
Before two minutes had been 
played in ·Saturday' s  game, the 
Huskies had taken the ball on the 
kickoff and traveled 75 yards for 
the first touchdown. Floyd Huns­
berger went five yards for the 
scor.e and H arry Henigan kicked 
the extra point. Six more points 
were added to the Huskie side of 
the books l ate in the first quarter 
when H enigan crossed left guard 
from the two-yard line. 
This climaxed a 66-yard drive 
that started when Earl Benoche 
fumbled on the Northern 34. H eni­
gan's kick went wide of the cross 
bars. 
An interception of Howie Boud­
reau's pass gave the Huskies their 
third score midway in the second 
period. Bob Vidimos grabbed the 
pass almost right out of Russ 
Ghere's  hands on the Eastern 32 
and Northern scored when Ken 
Pickerill passed to Francis Gahill 
from the seven for the touchdown. 
Henigan's kick was wide again. 
Bill Crum scored the ·first of 
Eastern's touchdowns two 
minutes later with a five-yard 
run. With the Panthers hav­
ing a first and ten on their 
own 36 after the kickoff, 
Crum wen 27  yards in two 
tries, J. D. Anderson added 
eight, a penalty gave Eastern 
15  more., Ed Soergel's pass to 
Ed Gire went to the Northern 
five, and then Crum took the 
ball for the score. Gail Ab­
ney's kick was good and 
N orthern led 1 9 - 7. 
But Northern scored again on 
the next kickoff when Hunsberger 
went over from the one-foot line 
and then Bob Heimerdinger pass­
ed to �ill Russell after recovering 
a fumble by Soergel on the East­
ern 26 and the Huskies had two 
more quick touchdowns. H enigan 
kicked both extra points and the 
half ended with Northern leading 
33-7.  
Both teams got seven points 
each in the second half, Eastern's 
coming in the third period and 
Northern's coming late in the 
game. 
Hank Lopinski intercepted 
Heimerdinger's pass on the 
Eastern 37  to set up the Pan· 
ther touchdown. Crum eventu­
ally bucked over from the one-
D I R ECTOR 
15 jewels 
expanslo1 
bmelol 
H a n f  I s  J e w  a l · r y 
Phone 256 West Side Square 
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and Satisfa�tion 
Pre ps spotlight 
LAST WE.EKEND wound up the 
prep gridiron action on many 
fronts, with traditional Armistice 
day battles holding the spotlight. 
Thanksgiving will also bring about 
many grudge battles. Bridgeport 
and Lawrenceville of the North 
Egypt conference are good exam­
ples of schools that traditionally 
meet Thanksgiving. 
Corpus Christi and Macomb 
were all set to take the crown in 
the Midwest loop, with the former 
a strong favorite . 
The big Twelve was in an up­
roar over the scheduled meeting 
between Champaign and Spring­
field, with the Decatur and D an­
ville clash sharing the list of top 
feature attractions. 
Centralia's battle with Mur­
physboro was given top billing in 
the South Seven, with Arthur 
Trout's Centralia crew already 
boasting a cut and dried road to 
the title. 
In the North Egypt Conference 
Salem and Lawrenceville will pro­
bably tie for the crown. Lawrence­
ville has a game with Bridgeport 
remaining. The Salem crew has 
completed its North E gypt card 
undefeated. The two teams tied in 
the initial game of the season. 
Robinson, Newton and Effing­
ham continue to set the pace in 
the Eastern Illinois league. The 
Newton- Effingham tilt last week­
end was watched with intent inter­
est. The champion of this loop will 
probably be determined Friday in 
the battle between Newton and 
Robinson. 
yard line and Abney booted 
the point for Eastern's final 
tally. 
Hugh Helms intercepted one of 
Soergel's passes at midfield to 
start Northern on the their last 
touchdown-drive. Helm finally 
went over from the · six-inch line 
and then kicked the point with 
four minutes left in the game._ 
Northern led 40-14.  
Eastern got as far as· the Huskie 
nine with two minutes left but a 
fumble stopped the Panther threat. 
Make the News your shopping 
directory. 
by 
Amos 
Pantherisms 
D E SPONDENT, Despirited, de-
feated best describe Eastern's 
P anther's  today. Northern Illinois 
State Teachers college had a 
chance to sort of smooth things 
out for the Blue and Gray S atur­
day but failed miserably. 
Had Northern but given the 
least app earance of being sceered, 
even just a mite, the Panthers 
might have perked up and for­
gotten some of their troubles be­
stowed upon them last week. But 
instead the Huskies just acted up 
somin' awful ; scored a touchdown 
pert near · ever time they got the 
ball and acted like they didn't 
even know who they were playin' . 
Then on top of that there, 
Huskie players trotted to the 
sidelines all smiles. 
And worsen that, there weren't 
nothin' the Panthers could do 
about it, 'cept get a little mad 
and walk around with their arms 
akimbo and. grind their teeth and 
score two touchdowns and two ex-
tra points. 1 
Anyhow, the Northern boys 
didn't mind. They just went on 
'bout their business. In fact, they 
even went on about the Panther's 
business, too. When the business 
was all transacted, Northern had 
40 points worth of business and 
Eastern had the business for a ·  
total of 1 4  points. 
With one game left to play 
the Panthers now have four 
losses and three victories. 
Ball State at Muncie, Ind. 
Saturday will close the sea­
son. 
Statistics on the game Saturday 
at DeKalb : 
E 
First downs 22 
Y ds. Rushing 164 
Punting ave. 40.3 
Passing . 2 1 9  
N 
20 
226 
45 .7 
Although all five IIAC teams 
will play at least one more foot-
• ball game, the champion for 1 949 
• i s  Western, who clinched the title 
last week with a 35-0 trouncing of 
Southern. It is  the first confer­
ence crown in football for the 
Leathernecks since 1942.  
Final standings in the IIAC : . 
W L T 
Western 4 0 0 
Northern 2 1 1 
Eastern 2 2 0 
Normal 1 2 1 
Southern 0 4 0 
It says here, incidentally, that ' 
the championship lies where it 
rightly belongs. Not necessarily 
that Western has the best team 
( although that would be a good 
assumption ) but that Western 
played the best football justifies 
Wednesday, November 16, 1 
Darli n g's reserve football ers 
m ay be reserve 
C O AC H  REX D arling's football 
players will probably again 
dominate the "B" team basket­
ball p ositions this year. Although 
the lads are currently sporting 
football uniforms it will not be 
long before they will again be 
aiming basketballs at the hoops in 
the gym. 
Football players who are fresh­
men or sophomores will most like­
ly be the nucleus of this years 
junior varsity cage team, al­
though they will be pressed by sev­
eral boys who are now trying for 
varsity positron and will have to 
be dropped to the " B "  sqquad. 
Last season D arling's junior 
Panthers won 6 games and drop­
ped four against some rather 
tough competition. Returning from 
this squ,ad will be sophomores J .  
D .  Anderson o f  Collinsville, C .  J .  
Doane, Fountain, Ind., Frank 
Pita!, Collinsville, Roy Klay, Ston­
ington, Paul Arnold, Charleston, 
Bob Schmalhausen, O lney, George 
Kirchmann, Kankakee ,  E d  Soer­
gel, Glenview, D on Gratteau, 
Wheaton. 
Supplementing the men return­
ing from last year is a group of 
freshmen and transfer students, 
who have thus far shown promise 
their title. Despite the fact that 
N orthern's edge over Eastern was 
much greater than_ Western's  edge 
over Eastern, the Leathernecks, 
it says here again, have the best 
ball club of the two . Probably if 
the five teams met again in an­
o ther round-robin series, the out­
come would be changed consider­
ably, especially among the four 
top teams.  
But the fact remains that West­
ern has superseded Eastern a s  
the champion a n d  assumptions and 
second-guesses are to little avail 
and to even less consequence. 
E T N I R E  
basketba lle rs 
in the gaily practices. They 
Don Duez, M oweaqua, Bill El 
Toledo, Max_ Wilson, Paris, 
Damaskos, Gary, H arold M 
Robinson, Wally Vlahinich, 
Howie Seigel, Skokie, Don B 
leve, Washington, D. C. ,  Len 
ing, Sullivan, Morris Jacobs, 
bion, Bill Danley, Lincoln, 
M alan, Patoka, Tom Kirk 
Lawrenceville, Jess Porter, N 
Twp . ,  Don Rogers, Hillsboro, J 
Simmons, Rossville, Ken S 
Georgetown, Jack P ayan, 
ham, Wilson Leeming, Skokie, 
Merriman, Sullivan, Alvin Mo 
Mascoutah, Harold, S t e v e  
Tower Hill, Ray Fischer, Ta 
ville, and Phil Cutright, Gree 
Cross country team 
meets Ba l l  State 
at Muncie Satu rday 
FIFTH VICTORY of the year 
be the goal of the Eastern 
country team Saturday 
Coach Clifton W. White takes 
harriers to Ball State where 
will run at halftime of the 
ern-Ball State football game. 
Ball State has lettermen 
Brown, Bill Stairs, Woody H 
es,  and Ralp Broman back 
the team that won first place 
the Little State meet last 
with 27 •points. Anderson co 
finished second with 50 point& 
Eastern and Ball State did 
meet c.ach other last year. 
Coach White's  men will p 
bly be Glenn Curtis,  Bob 
Jack Simms, Jim Johnson, 
Schouten, Herb Wills, and 
Glover. Only six of these 
however, will run. 
T A X  I 
P.HO NE 249 
. .  
* 
24 HOURS OF 
DEPENDABLE SERVICE 
NO MATTER H OW LOW TH E 
T EM P E RATU RE DROPS ! !  Y'ew � �"" 
A N E W G E N U I N I  
F O R D  B AT T E R Y  
tfot'�eeur�I 
M c A R T H U R 
Dealer Authorized Gfl• 
MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON PHONE 6 
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rn versus undefeated Bal l  State in  season 's fin a l  game 
in  I n d ia na ;  
to p score r  \ 
S PANTHERS close 
football season at Mun­
turday engaging power­
te, one of the three un­
ms in Indiana. ( Also 
in the season are Notre 
Hanover. ) 
a record of seven vic­
no defeats with the­
team in Ball State's  
laddies of Coach John 
sco rank third in toal 
ong Indiana colleges 
ities ( including Pur­
Dame, and Indiana uni­
lid are second only to 
llege in the oppositions 
column. In seven 
ponents have accounted 
ints against the Ball 
"nals. 
've unit for the Ball 
has racked up 239 
nover with 280 and 
e with 273 are first and 
Kehoe, the Ball State 
ack, ranks third in 
scoring with 12  touch­
to his credit or almost 
game. Kehoe is in his 
:rear as a member of 
"nals. 
· 
· in the Ball State suc­
this year are 20 other 
from the team that won 
t two last season. One 
ses was to the Panthers 
n, 12-0. 
st victory for the Cardi­
a 34-6 trouncing of In­
te Saturday. 
men back from last 
team include three 
two centers, five tack­
quarterbacks, three 
, two fullbacks and 
the tackles is an old Pan­
is especially and consi­
many veteran Eastern 
the toughest they have 
He is Bill King, all­
Elkhart. 
old toughy against 
is Nick Luketic, a half­
'ng the early part of the 
was handicapped by a 
ry but has come along r 
er do�s the majority of 
work for the Cardinals 
signals from the quar­
Jl>Sition. He can pass, run, 
kick extr1a points. Baker 
unted for 41 Cardinal tal-
rn will be trying for 
first victory in the last 
games, after losing on 
tive Saturdays to 
Illinois and then to 
N orthern Illinois. By winning 
the Panthers can have a .500 
record for the season with 4-4. 
The starting lineup for the Pan-
thers is uncertain at the time of 
this writing and' i s  expected to be 
somewhat different from the cus­
tomary one. Jerry Baker, injured 
again in the Northern game, will 
see little, if any action, at the 
guard position. Taking his place 
will probably be Ed Buchanan, 
Amboy sophomore, who got his 
share of the tackles at D eKalb. 
J .  D .  Anderson was also shaken 
up in the Northern game but will 
be ready for the game Saturday. 
J. R.  Parke still has a damaged 
leg and his action will be limited. 
Thirteen Panthers will be play­
ing their final game in Eastern 
uniforms. These men are H ank 
Lopinski, H owie Boudreau, Earl 
Benoche, Jim Gindler, · M orris 
Tschannen, Virgil Sweet, Lewis 
Cox, Len Bujnowski, Bill Snapp,  
Jerry Baker, Forrest Lile, Bill 
Crum, and Russ Ghere. 
Conference statistics 
show Lapinski top punter 
( The following figures were re­
leased before the playing of last 
Saturday's  game, which concluded 
the conference season. ) 
JOHN SUEHR, Western State 
halfback from O ttawa, is lead­
ing the individual rushing for the 
season in the IIAC, although 
State Normal's  Dean Burridge is 
the current leader. Suehr boosted 
his average S aturday by gaining 
13 1 yards in 19 tries against East­
ern State at E astern. 
Northern's  passing and running 
quarterback, Bob H eimerdinger, 
continues to head the passers with 
16 completions in 45 attempts, al­
though Eastern's H ank Lopinski 
has connected in 15 out of 32 for 
a better average. H eimerdinger, a 
triple-threat p erformer for North­
ern, has a safe lead in the total of­
fense column and has averaged 
43.6 yards in five IIAC punting 
efforts.  
Lopinski's toe has counted for 
690 yards in three Eastern games 
to give him top punting honors 
with an average of 38.3 yards. 
Heimerdinger has not kicked the 
required three per game to qualify 
for the lead. 
Southern's  Maroons, last in the 
conference, have the top pass re­
ceiver in Bob Colburn, who has 
caught 13.  N orthern's Bill Russell 
i s  second with eight. 
The league-leading Western 
Leathernecks have a rushing aver­
age of 281 yards per game, a total 
offensive record of 366.6 yards per 
game, and a defensive average of 
135.3 yards to dominate the team 
statistics. Southern i s  first in pass 
completions with 10 per game 
P R O F E S S I O N A L C A R D S  
ON D. SWICKARD, M.D . 
W. HOLLOWELL, M.D. 
Hours by Appointment 
6041h Sixth St. 
Office Phone 30 
Res. Phones 770-403 
RLES E. GREER, M. D. 
Phone 77 
721 Jackson St. 
E. DUNCAN, M. D. 
Ear, Nose, and Throat 
Examined-Glasses F itted 
Hours By Appointment 
ice and Res. Phone 12 
803 Jackson Street 
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE 
OPTOMETRIST 
Eyes Examined - Glasses Fitted 
Visual Training 
N.  S. of Square Phone 340 
DR. W. B. TYM 
DENTI ST 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Phones : Off. 476 ; Res. 762 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
Office Hours, 1 :00 to 6 :00 
511 %  Jackson Street 
D R. CHARLES SELLETT 
OPTOMETRIST 
Eyes Examined . Glasses Fitted 
Visual Training 
602 % 6th Phone 900 
Ea ste rn ha rrie rs 
win th i rd'-p lace 
i n  confe re nce meet  
GLENN CU RTI S and Jack Sims 
were the only Eastern cross­
country runners to gain a place 
in the first ten in the annual I I A C  
meet held at at Normal Saturday, 
which the host team won. Curtis 
took fourth in the conference meet 
and Sims held out for ninth. 
Curtis was the lone Eastern 
man in the first ten to finish in 
the state meet as he captured 
tenth. Both meets were held simul-
taneously. ' 
Fi'rst man to come in in the con­
ference meet was Jacques O sborn 
of Normal followed by the defend­
ing champion, Joe McLaffery of 
Southern. Dudley Hallworth of 
Wheaton won top honors in the 
state meet and Tom Moo·re of 
Bradley crossed second. 
Conference team totals : Normal 
4 1 ;  Southern 50 ; Eastern 5 5 ;  
Western 69.  
Coach Clifton W .  Whites East­
erners finished third in the 13-
team state meet, which was won 
by Wheaton college. 
while Northern i s  crowding them 
with an average of nine. 
Current Individual Statistics 
Rushing G. Ats. Net Ave. 
Burridge, Nm 4 46 201 50.2 
Suehr, W 3 33 192 64 
Jackson, W 3 3 1  134 44.7 
Total Offense Plays Net Ave. 
Heimerdinger, N 56 313 5 .6 
Burridge,  Nm 47 198 4.2 
Suehr, W 33 192 4.8 
Passing Att. Comp. Int. Ave. 
Heimerdinger, N 45 16 5 5.3 
Lopinski, E 32 15  1 5.0 
Caught. Tds.  Ave 
13 1 4 .3  
8 0 2.6 
Punts Yards Ave. 
Colburn, S. 
Russell, N 
Punting 
Lopinski, E 
Scoring 
Burridge, Nm 
Dal Santo , Nm 
Jackson, W 
Wickstrom,' N 
' 
18 690 38.3 
Tds. Pat Total 
2 9 21  
3 0 18  
2 0 12 
2 0 12 
VETERAN GABS 
Radio Dispatched Cabs 
Give You 
P ro m pt, Dependab le  
and  
E ff ic ient  Service 
C A L L 6 1  
B a n d  
. . .  displays talent 
H O M E C O M I N G  F O O TBALL spectators were greeted with this type 
of band formation which i s  representative of Eastern's good will 
policy toward competitive visitors. 
Charleston Federal Savin2s 
And Loan Association 
Hom e· Loans and Savings 
700 JACKSON STREET 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 
WE ARE NOW OPEN 
B E L L ' S  
L A U N D E R - M A T 
P ROMPT S E RV I C E  
CONVE N I E NT LOCAT I O N  
O U R  P R I CES A R E  R IGHT 
We wash We dry 
l OTH AND LINCOLN 
REECE BELL 
PHONE 149 
We iron 
PHONE 2565 
·�@°1-'1--- ---------1�,__ _ C--<.?.�""'"�-. L-----�@� 
� SUPP E R  CLU B 
S E RV I NG T H E  F I N EST I N  SEA FOOD S, STEAKS, AN D CH I CK E N  
I 
Hours : Tues. through Sat. 4 p. m.-12 Mi dnight . . .  Sunday 1 1  a. m.-9 p. m. 
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Eastern 's footbal l  team once fought both teams and spectato 
(From Coleman's History) 
THE SCHOOL had no gymnasium needing the supplies. The Associa-
or other arrangements for phy- tion supplied th� money, supple­
sical education when it opened in mented by any , funds collected as 
1899.  In O ctober of that first year game admission receipts. 
Mr. Lord explained the situation By October 29th of the first 
to an applicant for a position as a year ( 1899 ) forty-five students 
gymnastics teacher. "We shall and faculty had joined the Athletic 
have no teacher of gymnastic work Association. 
this year, nor probably next year. It was anticipated that 
The little that will be done here there would be football, base-
during the first two years of ball and track teams. The 
school will be simple movements business manager of each 
without apparatus." team was to be elected by the 
Three and a half years later he Association to serve for the 
was still obliged to report to an- season. The captain of each 
other applicant that "we have no team was to be selected by the 
gymnasium . . . and no one is  business manager of that 
known on the faculty a s  Physical team and the president of the 
D irector . . .  " Association. The captain and 
The school catalogue issued in the business manager worked 
1902 for the first time included together to select the mem-
"Physical Culture" among the sub- hers of each team. ....._ 
jects taught. The aim of the sys- The first game was played with 
tern used was "to give poise, " a  town team" from O akland. The 
strength, grace and beauty to the Normal School team lost by about 
body and all of its movements." two touchdowns .  The game was 
For this work "no special cos- played under very informal rules.  
tume" was needed as "the exercise For example there were no goal­
may be taken in any comfortable posts, and hence no tries for p oint 
dress." Thi s  work in "physical after touchdown . . . The second 
culture" was limited to the girls and last game of the season with 
of the school. No regularly organ- Effingham was played on city lots 
ized physical exercise classes for with the result that to reach the 
men were organized until the south goal the players had to cross 
coming of Mr. Lantz in 1 9 1 1 .  a street with ditches on each side. 
No provision for sports as 
an organized school activity Among the players on that first 
was made when the school team were : Robert Newby Logan 
opened . . . Consequently for of Ashmore, Captain,- who broke 
the first dozen years of the 
his ankle in the first gam e ;  Guy 
school, or until the first coach Jink Coons of Oakland, center ; 
was added to the staff; the John Wallace of O akland, full-
school teams were coached by back ; Everett Cooper of O akland, 
members of the faculty on a quarterback ; Lloyd Goble of West-
purely amateur and voluntary field and Beral F. Moore of Ash-
basis. more, guards ; Melvin Luther Beh-
The school had been open for ner of Grand View, end ; Charles 
hardly more than three weeks Wallace of Charleston, and Orvis 
when the interest of the students Jenkins, of Charleston. 
in athletics led to the organiza- That first team was coached 
tion, on October 3rd, of the "Ath- by Mr. Caldwell of the faculty 
letic Association of the Eastern assisted by his colleague, Mr.  
IIlinois State Normal School, "  the F. · G. Blair. 
purpose of which was to "act in A dramatic incident of the 1900 
connection wlth the management season was the game with Sullivan 
of the school in directing the var- high school.  The Sullivan team in­
ious forms of athletics which shall eluded a number of men who had 
be ... dulged in by the students of been hired to play and were not 
the school." students. When the Eastern team 
Both students and teachers arrived they asked to see the usual 
might join, with an initiation fee 
of twenty-five cents and monthly 
dues of ten cents. Special assess­
ments not to exceed fifteen cents 
per month might be levied by the 
Association . . . The school sup­
plied no funds for the use of 
teams. Necessary athletic supplies 
were to be purchased by a commit-
tee composed of the president and 
treasurer of the Association and 
manager and captain of the team 
The Light Spot 
Special-Potato Burger 
Short Orders - Steaks 
Chops 
Under New Management 
Hours : 5 p. m. to 1 a. m. 
Route 130 at Harrison Ph. 23 
LINOOLN OLEANERS 
PICK-UP & DELIVERY 
710  Lincoln St. Phone 234 
J O H NN I E 'S 
H OME MARKET 
FRESH FRUITS AND 
VEGETABLES 
"No sale too small to be 
appreciated" 
Southwest Corner Square 
J ust step across ou r th resho ld  
An d se l ect you rse l f  a seat, 
Fo r if  you l ike good food a n d  d ri n k  
You ' re in  fo r q u ite a treat.  
C H A T T E R - B O X 
"COBB" STURGEON, Proprietor 
PHONE 6 7 1  
BIGG'S 
GLEANERS 
The r i g h t s t ep 
t o w a r d a wel l ­
g roo m e d  look.  
Ph. 456 704 Jackson 
list certifying that the players 
were all students. 
This was refused and the East- · 
ern boys were of a mind to go 
home, but a large and aggressive 
crowd threatened to assault them 
if they left, and the game went on. 
Despite an impressive record of 
victories by the Sulli�an team, 
Eastern won, 6-0. 
A fight broke out after the 
game during which one East­
ern player was knocked un­
conscious by a Sullivan police­
man. F our stitches were nec­
essary to sew up his scalp . . . 
A post-season game was play ­
ed by the 1 9 0 1  team with a 
high school team from near • 
Chicago which had defeated 
all its opponents that season. 
Early in the game the captain 
of the opposing team was in­
j ured and Eastern won by 
about three touchdowns. 
The 1901 team was the last one 
coached by Mr. Caldwell. The 1902 
team was coached by Mr. Thornton 
Smallwood, chemistry teacher who 
was at E astern for only one year. 
Mr. Thomas H.  Briggs, English 
teacher, coached the 1903 team. 
From 1904 through 1909, Mr. J .  C. 
Brown, mathematics teacher, guid­
ed the football team, aided by 
other men on the faculty, notably 
Mr. E. H. Taylor, who acted as 
manager for a number of years. 
The 1910 team, the last before the 
arrival of Mr. Lantz, was the first 
Eastern team coached by a p rofes­
sional. 
During the first years of East­
ern's football history the teams 
played high school teams, nearby 
"town teams," and those of near­
by colleges such as Westfield and 
Austin. 
Available records show that in 
the first dozen years of the school 
18 1 tea m  plays 
first game in 193 
E A STERN ' S  B team men p 
their first scheduled c 
game in 1930,  against the N 
reserve s quad at Normal. 
Gilbert, assistant coach, 
bled a starting lineup of 
Etnire, Claybaugh, James, 
as, Gray, Barrick, Cavins, W 
Macoy, and Titus. In the first 
minutes of play Wyeth, star 
back was hurt, and was rep 
by Sparks,  former Mattoon 
track star. 
The game ended 7 to 6 
Eastern on top for their 
scheduled game. 
Eastern won 36 football 
lost 28,  and played 13 tie g 
With smokers who know • • •  it's 
Yes, Camels are SO MILD that 
in a coast - to - coast test of huu· 
dreds of men and women who 
s m o k e d  C a m el s - an d  only 
Camels-for 30 consecutive days, 
noted throat specialists, making 
weekly examinations, reported 
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· stud ies fami ly names of a l umn i  PTA p resents se ries of  ra dio p rog ra m s  
fo r education week s� 
S on page four with 
cille (now Mrs. Eu­
of Edwardsville ) ,  B.  
d ends with Zwinak, 
f Elgin ) ,  B.  S . ,  1947," 
M. Elam, D irector of 
tions and Alumni Ac­
Eastern Illinois State 
he described the Gold-
Alumni Register is­
ber 1st, and compiled 
' ection.  
597 pages to name 
the ' graduates of the 
years," continued Mr. 
somewhat hefty vol­
ued as Bulletin 188 of 
ly series published by 
d follows the last alu­
published in 1929. 
current listing gives · 
education, teaching 
present occupation, 
husbands or wives, 
children, and other 
umni want to know 
mates and college 
Married women grad­
e listed with both 
and married names. 
indicate members 
e died, with the year 
Former faculty 
are listed with cur­
esses if known. 
e closes with a list of 
ulty, giving academic 
department, rank and 
ginning service. The 
form an excellent 
t to the "History of the 
Years," written by Dr. 
B. Coleman, professor 
the department of so-
' which will be issued 
stern families as we 
,'' continued Mr. 
orm a most interest­
ping,''-meaning our 
with the same fam­
"No," said Mr. 
he shook his head, 
1uessed wrongly. The 
ily name is not the 
contributor to the 
Eastern's g aduates. 
family leads with a 
·on of 39, and the 
furnish less than half 
with but 1 8." 
tion of the tabulation 
names shows that 150 
furnish five or more 
with seven names being 
20 or more individuals. 
leading Smiths w-ith 39 
the 35 Millers, 28 Wil­
members of the D avis 
R O O K ' S  
ur One Slon 
HOE SHOP 
e s  - Polish 
Charleston 
family, 26 Bakers, 22 Browns and 
an even 20 Moores. 
Tied with contributions of 15 
each a r e  t h e  Andersons, the Tay­
lors, and the Thomases, with the 
Thompsons excelling them with 16 
bearers of that name, and they in 
turn by the previously mentioned 
19 members of the Jones clan. 
The Hills, the Wrights and 
the Johnsons contribute 14 
persons to the listing. The 
Greens and the Grays have an 
equal color influence, each 
sending 13. Adams, Cox, Hall, 
Rennels and White each con­
tribute an even dozen. Phil­
lips and Harris are close rivals 
with 11 each. Henry and 
Young claim 1 0  graduates in 
total, thus completing the 26 
family names with 10 or more 
adherents. 
The eight familes with nine 
graduates are the Finley, Kelly, 
King, Mitchell, Morgan, Price, 
Stewart and Williams listings.  
Eleven family names are worn by 
groupings of eight, namely the 
Bell,  Clark, Craig, Evans, Jenkins, 
Phipps, Reeds, Shields, Turner, 
Walker and Wood families. 
Nineteen family names are used 
by seven graduates each, the Alli­
son, Cook, Cooper, Day, Ford, Fox, 
Freeland, Freeman, Hawkins, 
Hayes, Henderson, Honn, Long, 
McNutt, Prather, Ward, Weber, 
Whitacre and Whitesell families. 
Twenty-four families send six rep­
resentativ.es each, the Bails, Bar­
nes, Bennett, Cole, Collins ,  Cot­
tingham, Diel, Driscoll, Duncan, 
Fisher, Foltz, Gordon, Hampton, 
Jackson, Jordan, Linder, Martin, 
Montgomery, Muchmore, Myers, 
Reynolds, Robinson, Sims and 
Walters families .  
As would be expected in such an 1 
enumeration, the number of fami­
lies with five persons graduating 
would be the longest list of all,  
and in this instance comprises 55 
names. These families are Adkins, 
Austin, Banbridge, Black, Brewer, 
Briggs, Bryant, Bubeck, Buckler, 
Chamberlain, C 1 a p p,  Coleman, 
Davidson, Deverick, Dunn, Edman, 
Elliott, Ferguson, Fleming, Fore­
man, Foster, Funkhouser, Gal­
breath, Garrison, Giffin, Good-
Gales Barber Shop 
Wil l  Rog e rs Theater B d .  
You need more than a 'salve' for 
ACHING 
CHEST COLDS 
to relieve coughs and sore muscles 
You need to rub on stimulating, pain­
relieving M usterole. It  not only brings 
fast, long-lasting relief but actually 
helps check the irritation and break up 
local congestion. Buy Musterole ! 
IDEAL BAKERY 
FOR 
Decorated Oakes and Pastries 
For All Occasions 
H SIDE SQUARE PHONE 1 500 
Weathe r :  co l d  a n d  c risp 
Antidote : cup of  c rea my rich hot chocolate 
a generous m a rs h m a l low toppin g .  
G R E E N ' S  
HOME MADE. ICE CREAM 
Sixth Street Cha rl sston,  I l l inois 
man, Gossett, Guthrie, Harwood, 
Homann, Hutton, Kincaid, Lacey, 
Lewis, Lowry, Lumbrick, McDon­
ald, Mills, Murphy, P eters, Pierce, 
Pinkstaff,. Redden, Rhodes, Rob­
erts, Russell, Scott, Shoemaker, 
Springer, Stanberry, Sullivan, 
Swearingen, Waters, Watson and 
Wente. 
"What family lineage do 
these surnames indicate ? "  we 
askeq Mr. Elam. "Several gen­
eration Americans," was his 
reply. "These persons," he 
continued, "indicate that the 
student body at Eastern dur­
ing the past 5 0  years was 
made up by what can be called 
regional or Joe�! p atronage. 
A survey of student residence 
made a few years ago, indi­
cated that more · than ninety 
per cent of the student body 
lives less than 100 miles from 
the campus." 
To test Mr. Elam's characteri­
zation of "local" and of "several 
generation .Americans," this list 
of 150 fl\mily names were checked 
against the September 1949 Char­
leston telephone directory. To our 
amazement, 131 of these family 
names were represented, and if 
the Ashmore switchboard i s  in­
cluded, four additional names, or 
a total of 135 out of 150.  
Charleston has no telephones 
listed under the 15 surnames of 
Findley, Ford, Fox, the 19 sur-
( Continued from page 5 )  
and Charles L. Maxwell, M .  D . , di­
rector of the health service. 
Another skit, "Doctor in 
Knee Pants," was enacted 
Thursday afternoon. It was a 
monologue in which Jean 
Coon, a college senior in 
teacher training from Oak­
land, •read the part of a teach­
er. 
Last of the program series was 
a play entitled " . . . Secure Her 
Freedom" which was presented 
Friday with a Parent-Teachers a s ­
sociation cast. 
C. P. Young served as narrator. 
Patrick Henry was -played by 
Ralph Witmer and the rest of the 
cast was as follows : Sunday school 
teacher, Mrs. Helen E. Parsons ; 
and Russell Willingham as the 
Judge. 
names of Collins, Diel, Deverick, 
Findley, Ford, Foster, Fox, Gar­
rison, Hawkins, Homann, Jackson, 
Jordan, Lumbrick, Peters, Pink­
staff, Redden, Swearingen, Wente, 
or Whitacre. Ashmore, however, 
subtracts the four names of Ford, 
Hawkins, Jackson, and Redden 
from this list. The alumni of the 
first 50 years at E astern certainly 
indicate regional origin a s  to sur­
names. 
ALL- OCCAS ION 
NYLONS . . . WITH 
SPECIAL- CUSTOM FIT 
Our n�w Strutwears 
are in ! Choose your 
stocking war'drobe 
now. Filmy dress 
and service sheers in 
new shades. 
1 .50 
ALEX·ANDER 'S  
Theatre Theatre Theatre Theatre Theatre Theatre Theatre Theatre 
1 1 1 1 L I N COLN 1 1 1 1  
THURS.-FRI.-SAT. 
Shows at 7 :30  & 9 : 00 
* 
I 
· SUN. Thru WED. 
Continuous Sun. from 2 : 00 
with THESE GUEST STARS 
GARY COOPER • JOAN CRAWFORD 
ERROL FLYNN • JANE WYMAN 
Edw. 6. ROBINSON · Ronald REAGAN 
Sydney Greenstreet · Patricia Neal 
WILL ROGERS 
THURS.-FRI. 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
- P L U S -
* 
* 
SUN.-M:ON. 
Continuous Sun. from 2 :00 
The Roya l Co m m a n d  
Perfo r m a nce Pictu re ! 
In Technicolor 
"THAT FORSYTE 
WOMAN" 
starring 
G RE E R  GARSON 
WALTE R  P I DGEON 
ROB E RT YO U NG 
E RROL FLYNN 
Based o n  Book One of 
J o h n  Galswo rthy 's 
" T H E  FO RSYTE SAGA " 
PAGE TEN 
Socio ls • • • 
Pin n ings  
M I S S J E AN Ann H elmerich, Mt. 
Carmel, D elta Sigma E p silon, 
to Richard Taber, M attoon, Kappa 
Sigma Kappa. 
Miss Carolyn Petty, Charleston, 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, to C .  J. 
Doane, C ovington, Ind., Sigma Pi.  
Miss Mary Clawson, Pana, Del­
ta Sigma Ep silon, to Donald 
Brauer, Altamont, Sigma Pi.  Miss 
Clawson, a former Eastern stu­
dent i s  now studying at Michael 
Reese hospital in Chicago . 
Miss Janet Blomquest, Tuscola, 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, to Thomas 
Harlan, Tuscola, Sigma Alpha Ep­
silon. Mr. H arlan is a senior at 
Millikan. 
I n dustri a l  a rt frat has  
open house  fo r a l u ms 
E P S ILON PI Tau, industrial arts 
honorary fraternity, held open 
house for all returning industrial 
arts graduates during Homecom­
ing. 
Fifty-four alumni, student EPT 
members,  and faculty attended 
the gathering at the home of Dr. 
and Mrs. R. H. Landis,  718 Grant 
street, after the football ga�e. 
Among those who traveled the 
greatest distances to attend the 
1949 Homecoming were Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Carlock '38, of ·Ho­
bart, Ind., and Mr. and Mrs. 
Wayne B.  Challacombe, '41, of 
Medora. 
This was the third Homecoming 
reception sponsored by EPT. The 
group will meet next year at the 
home of Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Fow­
ler, 14�2 Seventh street. 
Yesterday, in the voice clinic a 
few non-singing music majors 
opened up and surprised them­
selves and others too .  I am con­
vinced that everyone must have 
hidden talent they won't let out, 
probably because of lack of self­
confidenc�. 
CAPPA-LEE 
FOOD MART 
708 L inco l n  
I 
Phone 2 1 90 
CHILL CHAS E R ! 
Spectator stars for football, and 
right through winter's storms and 
1lush. Fleece-lined rubber with fur 
cuffs. Brown, red, white, black. 
Women's, girls' and 
children's sizes. 
- us.Gau� 
f ,..Junn /o,,�r tlir SJ..,,,. 
INYART'S 
BROWN bill 
Shoe Store 
North Side Square 
Delta Sigs in itiate 
two patronesses 
TWO N EW patronesses were im-
tiated by Delta Sigma Ep silon 
social sorority ast night in a 
candlelight ceremony at the local 
chapter house. 
Women initiated were Mrs. 
'Mack W. Hollowell and Mrs. Law­
rence A. Ringenberg. 
Other patronesses of the soror­
ity are Mrs. Bryan Heise, Mrs. 
Ernest L. Stover, Mrs. Donald R .  
Alter, M r s .  Kevin Guinagh, Mrs. 
H arold M.  Cavins, Mrs. George 
W. Benedict, Mrs. Charles A. 
Elliot, Miss Leah Todd, and Miss 
Winnie D .  Neely. 
Vete ra ns m ust s ign  u p  
with dea n  of  m e n  
befo re q u a rte r e n d s  
ALL VETE RA N S  who plan t o  at- , 
tend school during the winter 
quarter must sign up in the dean 
of men's office' as soon as p ossi­
ble. Necessary papers can be filled 
out before registration if the above 
order is carried out promptly. 
This reg:istration applies to all 
veterans going to school under 
public law No. 346, public law N o .  
16, a n d  state military scholar­
ships. 
Disabled veterans must 
submit dependency proof 
VETERAN S WITH service-con-
nected disabilities of 50 p ercent 
must submit proof of relationship 
and dependency in order to qualify 
for dependency allowances on De­
cember 1 ,  the Illinois Veterans 
commission warned today. 
Previously dependency allow­
ances were granted to those with 
60 percent or more disability. A 
new law recently enacted by Con­
gress makes those between •50 and 
60 p ercent now eligible. 
In order to qualify for depend­
ency allowances, a veteran must 
submit the usual proof of relation­
ship, such a s  marriage and birth 
records. 
Monthly awards for dependency 
in the 50 percent class are : 
Wife alone, $10.50 ; wife and one 
child, $17 .50 ; wife and two chil­
dren, $22 .75 ; wife and three or 
more children, $28 ; one child ( no 
wife ) ,  $ 7 ;  two children, $12.50 ; 
three or more children, $17.50 ; one 
dependent parent, $8.7 5 ;  and two 
dependent parents, $17.50.  
1 0  yea rs a g o  
ATTEMPTS TO do away with in-
tense rivalry in campus elec­
tions by prohibiting use of bally­
hoo during campaigns had a pecu­
liar boomerang effect. It would be 
interesting to know if this was an­
ticipated by the Student Council . 
In the Homecoming queen elec-
Wednesday, November 16, 
Exa m i n  a t i  o n  sch e d u  I e 
( Fa l l  q ua rte r) 
8 :00- 9 :40 : 
10 :00-11 :40 : 
2 :00- 3 :40 : 
8 :00- 9 :40 : 
10 :00-11 :40 : 
2 :00- 3 :40 : 
8 :00- 9 :40 :  
10 :00-11 :40 : 
' 
Wednesday, December 1 
All 10 :00 classes, all shop and studio cl 
that meet at 10 :00 and 11 :00, and all la 
tory classes that meet at 10 :00 with extra 
oratory hours at 11 :00 or 9 :00. 
All 1 :00 classes and double period and la 
tory classes that meet at 1 :00 and 2 :00. 
All 3 :00 classes and double period and I 
tory classes that meet at 3 :00 and 4 : 00, 
3 :00 and 2 :  :00. 
Thursday, December 1 
All 8 :00 classes and double period and I 
tory classes that meet at 8 :00 and 9 : 00. 
All 9 :00 classes and all classes that m 
9 :00 with extra laboratory hours at 10 : 
All 2 :00 classes not otherwise assigned. 
Friday, December 2 
All 11 :00 classes and laboratory classes 
meet at 11 :00 with extra laboratory ho 
10 :00. 
All 4 : 00 and 5 :00 classes not otherwi 
signed. 
tions last week about one-fourth 
of the students voted. Today when 
necessary. Classes no longer 
tion as working units 
there is too much turnover 
rollment. The great need ' 
several ' closely knit, 
initiated group s. These 
over-come the bitterness o 
domination ; yet would 
strength and courage to im 
movements which would the 
some reason being launched. 
· they vote for class offices they 
will have almost no choi�e ,  because 
so little interest was demonstrated 
in petitioning for nominees last 
week that each fraternity nomi­
nated only one member for the 
class presidencies, and then quit. 
With Eastern's growth it ap­
pears that more organizations are 
